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OBJECTIVE
The Technical Forum is open to all NGV Global members. The objective is to explore technical
issues in a more detailed and informal forum than normal conference sessions allow. The focus
is on critical issues requiring resolution which will help to define technical objectives and
priorities for NGV Global to pursue.

ATTENDANCE
Approximately 60 people participated in the Technical Forum 2014. A partial list of Attendees
was captured and is appended to these proceedings.

AGENDA
Item

1. CNG Cylinder Issues

Description

• Fill Quality: ensuring customer satisfaction to leave a
refuelling station with a full tank. (John Dimmick)
• End of Life Issues: Safe disposal of CNG cylinders.
(Diego Goldin)
• Cylinder re-inspection and re-testing techniques:
Improved techniques and procedures. (not available)
• Tank Valves: Design changes for safe removal;
reliability of solenoid valves; cylinder/valve/PRD as a
system. (John Dimmick)

CNG CYLINDER ISSUES
Fill Quality - John Dimmick, CVEF

Discussion:
There were several areas of opportunity raised to resolve this issue. One involved the
development of a vehicle pressure management system with a smart fill valve which would
deliver the optimum amount of energy into the CNG cylinder, and then shut off the supply of
CNG. The vehicle is then taking control of the fill process. The vehicle could detect through its
ECU, the parameters required for a consistent fill, such as type of cylinder, size and number of
cylinders, initial fill condition, ambient temperature, cylinder temperature and pressure, and with
a temperature compensated fuel gauge, could provide feedback to a smart control valve in the fill
line. This takes much of the requirements for a consistent fill away from the station and on to the
vehicle. Support for this concept was expressed by both heavy duty and light duty OEMs. A
smart valve does not yet exist, but represents a control opportunity. There is also an issue on
where to measure the cylinder temperature which needs development. (temperature distribution
inside the cylinder)
An alternative approach is to develop better algorithms for fuel stations equipped with
temperature compensation (although many stations are not so equipped). Pre-cooling of the gas
being supplied to the vehicle was also discussed to reduce the increase in cylinder temperature
due to compression. Metro in Spain is using pre-cooling effectively to improve the vehicle fill
quality.

Key technology opportunities for NGV Global to consider:
Code of Practice for pre-cooling of CNG supply to cylinders
Lack of standard industry test method for filling cylinders
Industry working group to review opportunities for vehicle pressure management systems
Review of how to measure reliable cylinder temperatures
Development of improved algorithms for temperature compensated fuel stations
What can we learn from hydrogen experience in this area?

End of Life Issues – Diego Goldin, NGV Global

Discussion:
The end of life disposal of the cylinders was considered a major safety issue. It is evidently not
enough to puncture the cylinders, but one of the real issues is related to the verification of
vehicles and cylinders prior to fill. It was noted that there are countries where control is
automatically managed at the point of fill (Peru, Colombia) and where accidents due to filling of
condemned cylinders is practically non-existent. In countries where control is by human
intervention, the incidents occur (e.g. Argentina, Brazil). Other countries have no supervision at
all, due to absence of regulations or enforcement and there incidents, sometimes very serious, are
common (e.g. Pakistan). In USA, the responsibility falls under the vehicle owner, who has to
seek inspection; it was mentioned that it seems not enough for vehicles that are not managed
under a fleet system. It was discussed whether it would be possible to include automatic control
in the vehicle OBD system.
The service life extension was also discussed, with different opinions. Some manufacturers
considered totally inappropriate to extend the life of a cylinder beyond the design life, and a
different opinion came from inspection agencies who stated that with appropriate calculations
and testing the life could be extended for another period.

Key technology opportunities for NGV Global to consider:

Determine maximum service life for cylinders manufactured under standards with no limited life
Consider rationale and potential liabilities behind life extension
Prepare best practice document for cylinder destruction.
Industry working group to review opportunities for vehicle periodic inspection management
systems

Cylinder Re-inspection and Testing Techniques - Livio Gambone, CSA

Key points for NGV Global to consider
The language of cylinder inspections needs to be addressed. Some requirements assume visual
inspection takes place every three years, but visual testing can be overlooked as a routine process.
There is no benefit to hydrostatic testing for composite tanks.
Ultrasonic scanning is much more effective and can expand cylinder life with greater confidence
that hydrostatic testing. Depending on cylinder design, US scanning can detect cracks.

Tank Valve Issues - John Dimmick, CVEF

Key points for NGV Global to Consider:
Instructions from maintenance manuals explain procedures that do not include what happens if
the cylinder is serviced under pressure, or the pre-conditions to service. Some valve designs now
incorporate a slot in the thread which releases high pressure gas with an audible hiss if the valve
is being removed while the cylinder is full. Perhaps a code of practice could be set up to require
designs of this nature
No general agreement was expressed that solenoid tank valves are unnecessary and cause more
safety issues than if they were not there. More detailed discussion is required on the design of all
tank valves.
The issue of fail to open tank valves needs to be addressed with a warning system to detect when
the failure occurs. The comments on this from John Dimmick are reproduced below and should
be addressed –
NFPA 52-2013 says:
"6.6.1.1 Vehicles with more than one fuel supply container, where each container is equipped with a normally
closed remotely actuated shutoff valve, shall have an automatic system to detect the failure of any one of the
valves.”
I think that considering the potential consequences the scope of “failure" should include both mechanical and
electrical failures. I’m aware of several different approaches with different levels of thoroughness.
1. The current drawn by each valve could be monitored to be within expectations.
2. An AC signal could be superimposed on the DC to verify that the inductance of the solenoid indicates that
the core is in.
3. Individual pressure or temperature sensors could be installed on each tank or valve to identify if one is not
seeing the same pressure or temperature changes as the other.
4. A temperature compensated fuel gauge could be checked against the MPG function in the PCM do detect
that the apparent rate of fuel flow out of the containers exceeds the flow into the engine.
5 The vehicle could be started with just one valve and run for a time sufficient to to stall it if that valve is not
working. It could then be run from all valves and the next start be done on the next valve in sequence.
Since 4 can probably be accomplished without any added hardware I like it but it would have to be coordinated
with the engine system manufacturer. The PCM would have to be programmed with the total water volume of
the vehicle tanks.
Given the mechanical failure modes of valve 1 & 2 would not be robust.
The guy who bought a 10-year old van on EBay will not be eager to replace the valve. He’ll probably just fill
more often. I think that consequences are needed like a de-rated limp home if the malfunction is detected and
not repaired within x starts.
This problem is probably even more urgent in Europe where solenoids are required by regulation, multiple
cylinders are common even in light vehicles and temperature compensation at fill may not be practiced.

